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Serenity Grand Wall Sconce
L-SE-102-00

Elevate your sanctuary with the enchanting allure of our Serenity Grand Sconce, a masterpiece
marrying artisan-blown water glass with responsibly sourced solid brass, available in Susan
Dunn Signature Finishes or opulent 22K Yellow or Rose Gold Plating. Each captivating piece,
whether showcased individually, in pairs, or as a trio adorning your vanity mirror, promises to
transcend mere illumination, immersing you in a realm of unparalleled luxury. Crafted with
meticulous detail, the hand-blown glass Grand Water Drop rests elegantly atop a grandiose
solid brass Grand Round lighting plate, while the ethereal dance of naturally submerged
bubbles within the glass creates an ambiance of sheer magnificence, casting reflections that
captivate the senses. Whether in stunning Clear or mesmerizing Colored Water Glass, the
unique sizing of the Grand Drop ensures a distinctive impression, echoing the individuality of its
owner. As in nature, no two pieces are alike, each embodying its own essence, just as you do.
Experience true illumination mastery through a harmonious interplay of recessed, hanging, and
wall sconce luminaires, and curate your lighting sanctuary with a selection of complementary
Serenity treasures, crafting your personal vision of opulence and sophistication.

Responsibly source Solid Brass Grand Round 5.5” Plate is individually sculpted on state-of-the-art artisan-
operated CNC machinery and hand-finished to perfection
Choose from 15 Signature Finishes including 22K Rose and Yellow Gold
Exclusive Water Glass Grand Drop is hand blown by our highly recognized world-class Master Glass Blower
Grand Drop is available in Clear and Colored Water Glass
Artisan Assembly with Hand-Finishing
120V - UL Listed for Interior Use
12V Driver
Efficient energy and long-lasting 12V LED Bulbs, 12V Dimmable, 2.2W G4 Bi-Pin 2700K warm light evoke
relaxing and restful emotions (2 Included)
A Pair of White Gloves included to assist in installation and protecting the brass and glass from fingerprints and
scratching
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